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Bontempi's victory was only his second with Team Mugen Honda. He's oneof the few factory Honda
riders who has taken the win in Class G. It was thefirst victory by a Honda rider in over 10 years, and
the first win for thefactory since 1998. The Castrol Honda 1.0 class was dominated by Hondasduring

the last 5 years and before Bontempi victory in '99, CastrolHonda's Ukyo Katayama was the only
Honda rider ever to break intothe top 10. Bontempi's Castrol Honda now enters the 2007 season as
the favorite togain the victory in Class H. It's the last year for the original BontempiPM 678 with its
special carburetor developed by Bontempi for use withthe K&N 300 carburetor. 2006 win No. 2 and
another big win in this year. This time with theZeal Factory Racing team of America. Bontempi was

nominated for the slowest rider of the2006 season by MRWACA. In addition to Bontempi, Italian
riders AndreaZamparelli (Kawasaki), Simon Crafar (Castrol Honda), Ukyo Katayama(Castrol Honda)

and Gianfranco Puccio (Suzuki) were nominees. Author: Simon Crafar [aut], Neil Hodgson [aut],
Aaron Slight [aut], Chris Walker [aut], Mike Hale [aut], Ian Glover [aut], Jeremy Wooding [aut], Matt
Whittam [aut], Guy Martin [aut], Jeffrey Allen [aut], David Middleton [aut], Robert Moore [aut], John
Kocinski [aut], Akira Yanagawa [aut], Erik Eriksson [aut], Peter Podgorski [aut], Karsten Gottschalk
[aut], Vincent Knutsson [aut], Piergiorgio Bontempi [aut], Albert Zimmermann [aut], Thorsten Kahl

[aut], Peter Lohr [aut], Alessandro Valle [aut], Renaud Tequier [aut], Houtan Noushmehr [aut], Mona
Nourbakhsh [aut], Astrid Saksager [aut], Laura Cantini [aut], Emilio Masini [aut], Eleonora Rizzi [aut]
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the owner of the car was a bmw owner who had a passion for racing, and he had been a bmw racing
enthusiast for many years, so it makes sense that he had the bontempi sign. after so many years of
ownership, i was very happy to be able to find this car and add it to my personal collection. i hope

you’ll enjoy the photos. the final bontempi prize that i will mention is a 2003 one-off edition that rich
had lying around for years. the donor is a longtime enthusiast who bought it in 2003 for $9,500. it
was a bit beat up at the time, but the restoration took about two years. this is another of the best

bontempi signs that i have seen, and when this car was finished, it was a very desirable item. i
actually didn’t know about it, but when i mentioned that i wanted to write a story on bontempi for
the magazine, rich said he had an old bontempi car that he had intended to sell for some time. to
me, it was a great piece of history, so i was thrilled to be able to get this car at a very good price. i
hope you like it. at that point, first place was already fought out between foggy and the kawasaki

riders. in the end, foggy could pull it off with a strong attack in the last corner. slight, russell,
yanagawa and bontempi were in p4. scott left the track with a broken collar bone. the victory for

castrol honda was, just as with the last races, a race of two halves. in the first half, the team
dominated the race and was able to get to the pits just in time. in the second half, a damaged fork
and a brake caliper meant that the team was not in the race at all. jamie whitham finished the race

in third place, while piergirogio bontempi (kawasaki) was in fourth place. 5ec8ef588b
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